Health Monitors & Air Purifiers
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Hand held body fat analyzer.
Measures: Body Fat % and
Body Mass Index (BMI).
Accurate readings in just
seconds. Nine personal
profile settings. 1 yr
warranty.
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Portable and easy to use with
extra large digital display with
systolic/diastolic blood pressure
measurements, pulse reading
and date/time stamp. 90 memory
storage with irregular heartbeat
detector. 5 yr warranty.
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Expandable cuff, for
regular and large
arms, 9” to 17” in
circumference. Digital
display is extra large for
systolic and diastolic blood pressure,
pulse, date and time. Hypertension indicator, irregular
heartbeat detector and excessive body motion detector,
60 memory storage. 5 yr warranty.
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Same as the Weil Electronic
Room Air Purifier, but
has the Smart-Sensor®
technology automatically
responds to changes in air
quality. This unit is for two
rooms approx. 12” x 15”
each the panel indicates
need for replacement filter, remote control and an autotimer.
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Easy to use, features built-in
memory, Weight: up to 330
pounds Body fat percentage,
skeletal muscle percentage,
body mass index (BMI), resting
metabolism, visceral fat level, and 4 user memory allows
recall. Operates on 4 AA batteries (included).
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Pocket pedometer features large
LCD display with clock measures
steps, aerobic steps and
minutes, calories burned and
distance. 1yr warranty.
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4-stage filtration system:
Pre-filter, HEPA, Activated
carbon. Vortex filter
system uses unique cycle
action to focus airflow
against a Titanium
Dioxide surface activated
with sanitizing UV light.
Removes over 99.97% of particles from the air including
dust, pet dander and smoke. For rooms up to approx. 12”
x 5”. Easily replaceable filter, Ozone-free.
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Solar powered
unique Titanium Dioxide
coated filter, neutralizes airborne
viruses, bacteria and impurities that cause order. The
re-usable air filter washes easily under running water.
Portable use in your car or when traveling. Set includes
additional auto DC converter.

